Tactical Interrogation Report

FROM: [Redacted]
TO: Coalition Forces

SUBJ: TACTICAL INTERROGATION REPORT

Name of Detainee: Amir Muhammad Sa'id 'Abd-al-Rahman ((al-Mawla))

Report No: [Redacted]

Alias: None

Shaykh: ‘Adnan Hasan

Captive Tag #: M060108-01

Interrogator: [Redacted]

Date/Time: 270140C JAN 08

Language Used: AD

Interpreter: [Redacted]

Maps Used: [Redacted]

Part I: Capture Information

1. Date/Time: 060137C JAN 08

[Redacted] Ustaz Ahmad is ultimately responsible for approving attacks by AQIZ fighters on proposed targets.
Part II: Administrative

A. Personal Particulars of Detainee

1. Full Name: Amir Muhammad Sa'id 'Abd-al-Rahman ((al-Mawla))
2. Nationality: IZ
3. Ethnicity: Arab
4. Languages and Proficiency: AD (N), EN (P), TK (G)
5. Date/Place of birth: October 1976/Mahalabiya, Mosul
6. Sex: Male
7. Marital Status: Married, one wife
8. Religion: Muslim-Sunni, Sufi
9. Occupation: Imam at al-Furqan Mosque, Mosul
11. Civilian Education: Master's Degree in Quran Science, Mosul University
12. Children: One boy, no girls

B. Features

Current Eye Color: Brown
Current Hair Color: Black
Current Height: 68 Inches
Current Weight: 223 Pounds
Comments: No scars, no tattoos

Part III: Information Obtained:

Summary:

- Detainee provided the additional kunya of Abu Nasir for Jasim, aka Abu Ahmad the former east side Military Amir.
- Detainee discussed ISi kidnapping operations.
ISi members can be found in this area throughout the day from 1000 to 1700 hours. Detainee ate at the cafe on more than one occasion and recalls eating at the cafe with Abu Salim, the ISi Mosul Security Amir and Abu Ayah a Security Amir on one occasion. The preferred time for ISi members to eat at the cafe is lunch time between 1000 and 1300. The restaurant is a sandwich shop but there is no name or sign over the sandwich shop.

Name Facility: Taxi Stand
Function: Meeting Location
Role in Insurgency: Meeting Location for ISi members on the east side of Mosul
Group: ISi

Name Facility: Restaurant, Sandwich shop
Function: Meeting Location
Role in Insurgency: Meeting Location for ISi members on the east side of Mosul
Group: ISi
The most likely location to meet with Abu Arab is in the west half of the Suq al-Ma'ash Market. Abu Arab rarely walks in the market. Abu Arab pulls up in his vehicle to the side of the road and the person who is meeting with Abu Arab gets in Abu Arab's vehicle.

Abu Nasir is an old kunya for Jasim, aka Abu Ahmad. Abu Ahmad was the Military Amir of the east side prior to the capture of Abu Salim. After Abu Salim's capture Abu Ahmad was moved to security.

ISi security and military conduct all kidnapping operations. If a kidnap victim is going to be held for ransom the victim is transferred to ISi security. ISi security ran a prison on the west side of Mosul. Abu Fatimah, Abu Abdallah and Abu Haydar would sleep at the prison. The prison was raided by CF two months ago and a new prison had not been established at the time of Detainee's capture.

Part IV: Remarks:

A. Assessment of Detainee: Detainee is providing a lot of information on ISi associates. Detainee seems to be more cooperative with every session. Detainee claimed that he is out of information and is anxious to know his disposition after questioning.